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Abstract

I discuss the use of bosonization/fermionization techniques to convert
non-linear operators of one theory into linear operators of the dual. We gen-
eralize noa abeliaa bosonizatioa to the case where the central charge of the
Kac-Moody algebra is not unity. la particular, using this generalisation
of non-abelian bosonization, the bosonic string vertex of the compactified
theory, turns out to be the fundamental field of the fermionic theory, or
bound states of it thus permitting explicit computations easily.
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1. General equivalence between WZW theory and Thirring model.

Two dimensional models and conformai iavariaace are very important

ingredients in the modern description of strings!;. In two dimensional space

time the conformai group in infinite dimensional, being equivalent to the

group of reparametrizationa, supporting its relevance to string theory [2;.

Boeonization methods have been used frequently in string theories.

In particular, the equivalence between the Xeveu-Schwarz-Ramond and the

Green-Schwarz formulations of superstring theories can be understood most

appropriately applying the above methods to obtain relations between the

three differ i t representations of the little group of the Lorentz group,

which ic i i dimensions, being SO (8) has a three-fold automorphism re-

lating t - *j')j.

Oir A.m in this communication is to use this same technique in a dif-

ferent T- iy, though yet in the context of string theory but this time in the

pure!' «sonic case. We wish to fermionize the purely boson ic string the-

ory dti ned in a group manifold, ft problem related to the compactification

issue ii string theory. Following Gepaer and WitíenÍ4:, we define the latter

throuç. the Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) action|'5j. We argue that this

action a equivalent to the non abelian Thirring models , with the corre-

sponding symmetry group, at the non trivial fix point 7JÍ8]. The action of

a sigma model with a Wess Zumino term is invariant under a given group

G. It describes compactification of the string, which turns out to have a

con abeliaa symmetry aa well, rather than U(l)d , due to solitons wrapping

around the ton'9\. It is well known, on the other hand, that the ncn abelian

determinant can be written in terms of the WZW theory [10;. This ia the

root of non abelian bcsoniiation. When the level of the representation is



k=l. the WZW theory is equivalent to free t'ermions. This has been shown
by different methods t5;:ll 12 . We first consider this issue in a more gen-
eral scheme, namely general values of k, and a more elaborated interacting
fennionic theory.

The bosonic theory (WZW) is defined by the actioa

5 = ifc / ^ V ^ J + £ f itjdtxw-igg-^çg-id"! (1.1)

The conserved currents are

/-«(*) = N[i{d.gg-%(x)} (1.26)

obeying

d - J + = 0 = d+J_ (1.3)

In the usual bosooization prescription, where k=l, the group valued
field Sij >• given in terms of fermions as



(1.4)

In order to study the case Jfe ^ 1 we need further information. We
consider the U(n) invariant Thirring model, which is known to have a con-
formally invariant solution at a certain value of the coupling constant[61, as
we will see.The model \B defined by the lagrange density

L = fid* - | ^ r * # f r ^ - £&*&& (1.5)

where [f*,rkj = «*/*6crc, and the field equation is

(1.6a)

We dt àne the currents

(1-66)

(1.6c)

They are Noether currents of SU(n) and charge coaservatioo, r«ap«c-
tiv«Iy, while /'' = ipV*v v» associated to pueudocharge conservation. How»

ever the current j** = i ^ j " * fails to be conserved if the field equations are
used

"a'° = gf'bejXbtis (1.7)



Nonetheless. Dashen anc Frishraan 6 were able 10 show ;:.= : there

if a. particular vaiue of the coupling constant were vacuum fluctuations

change the above equation.We study the conditions under which the quan-

tum model exhibits conformai invariance. First consider the equal time

commutators

(1.8o)

, JÍ (

lffM.if Mi = i

K the theory is scale invariant, it followB from the above equation that

j * has scale dimension one. We caa prove now that j * is divergenceiess and

curl free. To see this consider the two poir* function

.)\Q >=

The right hand side is uxed by the fact that / + = ft + j \ transforms

under LorentE as l / i + . We may analogously consider functions of j _ . Fror

those expressions it follows that

0 (1.10a)

as well as

- O (1.106)



The following commutators can be computed now

[j±(*±),J±(y±): = «Co*'(x± - !f±) (1.116)

One finds also

- y ± ) (1.11c)

where, due to Jacobi identity a = 1 and d2 = 1. It ia very important :o

notice that the energy momentum tensor is of the Sugawara form

T[s±) = ^ : i±(*±)': -;rZI : J * ^ x :

This implies that the Fourier coefficients of the energy momentum ten-

sor satisfy* a Virasoro Kac-Moody algebra, together with the Fourier coef-

ficients of the currents.

[LniLm] = {n-m)Ln+m + ^n{n2 - l)6n,.m (1.13a)

[Ln ,^ j = - m J ^ m (1.125)

* - rii'V» (1.13c)



wr.ere the centrai charge of the Virasoro algebra is determined, aacl is given

bv 23

. For the SU(n) case it reads cSv(n) - kl'n+k' •

The (conformai invariant) two point function is given in terms of the

spin-s and anomalous dimension- 7 as is generally the case in conform&ily

invariant theories

« ( x + ^ x - - y + - y - ) } - ( i - ) (1.15)

The four point function has several constraints, arising from the fennionicE

field equations. These have been set up by Dashen and Frishman, by means

of the following construction: the energy momentum tensor is of the Sug-

awara form, (1.12), hence using ( l . l l ) one finds the commutator of th?

energy momentum tensor with the fermionic field. Since this tensor gen-

erates translations, we identify the commutator with the derivative of ft,

obtaining:

I * ™ * ' ••£•*: + T T : >-*1 •) [

•}



At this point we ideatify g = ^j^jp-,S - 1 corresponds to the free

theory, and h = — 1 a non trivial fix point. The four point function is

written in terms of a scaling piece times a function of the Môbius invariant

variables u and v givea úy

[Hz. - i_\ + # ( » _ - xL)

We write this Green function as followe

,w) (1-18)

The function G may be written in terms of invariants of the symmetry

group as

v) (1.19)

Differential equations are obeyed by JJn aa a consequence of (1.16).At

this point it is convenient to rewrite the four point function, for the sake



of coiT:r-H.riior. with a bosodc theory. We write i: in terms of the euclidia:.

variar»:? : = z\ - t i ;

i ^ ' (1.20)

where x is the Mõbius invariant combinatioE z = '/̂ | **<!**!*{

The function» A\ and Aj obey hypergeometric differentia] equations,

due to the fact that the fermionic fields obey the equations of motion, which
in terra of complex variables is given by

The above implies differeatial equations for the euclidian four point
function. The last bit of information comes from the short distance expan-
sion

Z — i

which may be used inside the correlators, following BPZ[l4] and KZÍlõi to
define the normal product in (1.21).Thus we obtain



From the above one arrives at cifferential equations which snoutd be

fulfilled by the A's:

ra - x)*£ = {(x- 1 ) ^ - 5 ^ * } * - [,-

The solutions of this equations are obtained in terms of kypergeometric

functions as (crossing symmetry b required to determine h as below)

(1.25a)

where the functions F are given by

I-I-, -i_, 1 + -i_; (1.26C)

n —

and the function F(a.b.c:x) ia the hypergeometric function oVnaed by the

series expansion

10



ana

We compare these results with those obtained by Knizhnik and Zamolod-

chikovil-5 for the correlators of the WZW theory. Actually, both theories

have soiuiions derived from analogous equations. Let us Erst of all present

the KZ solution of the WZW theory, which is by now well known.We have

the two point function given by

which, after comparison with (1.15), corresponds to the identification

or, in terms of operators, it corresponds to (1.4). However, in order to

interp/et (1.4) as an operator identity between WZW field g and Das hen

Frisbman fermions, we proceed to the four point function.This has been

computed and reads

>=

11



Now. comparison of the above with fermionk correlators confirm the
result (1.4) as interpreted ubove, after using crossing symmetry.

S.Conformal theories and strings

After identification of both bosonic and fermionic theories, we discuss
their common framework, namely conformai in variance.

Both theories have conserved quantum currents. The WZW theory
was constructed in such a way that there is a right moving and a left
moving current, which in euclidian domain means an antiholomorphic and
a holomorphic currents:

7*(r) = trg-t&sçT* (2.1a)

J*{z) = tTdigg-tr* (2.16)

In the case of SU(n) Thirring model, this property is not valid already
at classical level because of the interaction, since djj***5 = giabcjbtij"^.
However, as we discussed in the quantum case the rbe vanishes due to con-
formal invariance at the fix point.Io this case we have also holomorphic and

antiholomorphic free currents Ja{z) and «T*(7). The equatioas of motion in
this language are

) « : J * ( « ) r ^ ( i , l ) : (2.2a)

12



where, using the operator product expansion (OPE) we have

J » T ' , M = -*-9[z,2) - f> - f V ^ i ) (2.3)

where r 4 ' 4 = c3l.This allows us to define

Actually, this allows for the determinatioa of critical exponents, since
the equation of motion may be regarded as associating the field

(2.5)

to a null field, in analogy with the construction of the Verma modulus in
the Viraaoro algebra[l4]|l5j.

For the ferraionic theory, on the other hand we have, at the noa trivial
fix point

z,z) = 0 (2.6a)

-: J*(I)T*+I(M) : (2.6*)

i,l) = 0 (2.6c)

13



(2.06)

which are again the equivalent of (2.4), and vi and ^2 are a i'ermionic

representation of the constraint (2.5).

At the string theory level, describing the bosons in terms of ferraioos

avoids difficulties associated to the description of the eompactificaiion pro-

cess{l6][7]. This procedure implies an action containing an antissymmetric

tensor coupled to the bosons given by

s = j ^{^«r a JWU 4* + ̂ da. xjhxve
h \ (2.7)

which is rather involved. But the above WZW type action is equivalent

to a fermionic model as we discussed. Moreover, vertex operators in the

boeonic language

Va = eictX (2.8)

are given by a product of fermionic basic field operators, due to the bosooiza-

tion/fennionizatlon rule

V - eiX (2.9)

Thus correlation functions of vertices may be computed ae the product

of the well known vertices in Minkowski space, times Thirring ne.c correla-

tors, the latter describing the compactified piece of the theory.

In order to study properties of fennioniration of strings we r.art with

the field constraints imposed by compactification

14



First we Tv-dy the abelian case where the compac lifted manifold is a

torus, with V[il * symmetry. Thus, the separation between left and right

movers proceed; as usual, and the equivalent, Thirring model is abelian,

described by the action

1 1 fit[Q-fdJ - Ha+tytâii} (2.10)

with fieid equations

^ J|(x+)^i (2.11B)

£ Jl[x-yh (2Mb)

where Hij — FaiKaj .

Notice that there is no relation among the various U(l) coupling con-

stante.

The right and left movers and euclidian holomorphir and antiholomor-

phic position operators are given by

n?eo

lí') = ̂ -'-point+^y^à\r^ (2.126)

15



The position operator is obtained adding the two expressions above.

X(Z,Z) = X(Z)TJ{Z) (2.13)

VV> also define

(2.14)

In a compactified space, we have symmetries associated to the period

of non trivial closed orbits; in the present case we shall, for the time being

restrain to compactifieation on a d dimensional torus, with a common radius

R.Thua we have for each Xa(z, i) & symmetry

(2.15)

This symmetry is rather intuitive; but it ie not the only one. Consider
the mode expansion on a torus

X = Xo + ~r + 2LRc + J Y W ~ n + «n*~")-L. (2.16)R 2fc n

The momentum po is quantwed in unities of ^, corresponding to the
above symmetry. On the other hand the momentum conjugate to X. p0,
has eigenvalue 2LR, thus a multiple or 2R. This mean-- that .YQ lies on a
circle of radius 1/2.R; therefore the symmetry

^^tj (2.17)

16



is obeyed.

The fermionic field constructed out, cf X and A* is given , in the cue

of a single U(l) by

f ( ) e ' ^ x ~ ^ A ' (2.15)

and under (2.15).(2.17) transforms as

( i 5 ) H (2.19c)

(2.19a)

One should note at this point that (2.19a) and (2.19b) correspond.

in terms of strings and moduli space, to modular transformations. 1 bus,

modular invariant amplitudes requires that physically relevant operators be

invariant under the above transformations. Those are either bilinears of the

type ip\(x)iji(x}, or bound states (^a,i(*)) := i'^ajffi^)» such that

F[a^3)R = 2n (2.20a)

J F ( a - ^ ) ^ = 2m (2.206)

where F ,n.m, are integers.This Implies, for the spin, the relation

A _ q ^ _ m n
2 " 8 " F* [ '

which is a rational number,

17



We can work out in some detail the free field case, 3 = 0, À = 21.

For spin one. A = 2, va,o is * physical field alone for R - \'2. since v is

invariant under (2.19a,b) in these circunetances. For half integer -pins, we

need R=l and bound states of two fermions.

In general we have more complicated relations. The energy momentum

tensor is of the Sugawara form

(2.22)

in the U(n) caw. The commutation relations between currents and elemen-

tary fields are

W (2-28.)

\ (2.236)

UU*)>vM= - | ^ j i ( x + - y+) (2.23c)

i ^ W, VÍ(*)1 = ~ 0 ' W ( * - - y-) (2.28d)

Thus, using the Sugawara form of the energy momentum tensor we find



Fe: :he v 's to satisfy the equations of rr.oüon we need B11 - IF™

and Pli = 2K'iX. Demanding also that v has spin * = è we have

C « C " - V DatDai = 4A (2.25)

There is a possible solution to these equations given by:

A " = (ZAi + Z 4 ' - y B 6 Z W ) N/Ã (2.26a)

Bai= (Z" - Z" + Y B 6 Z " ) y/X (2.266)

(2.28c)

(2.26d)

where Z is symmetric, Z = Z~l and K40 = - y 6 * .

The fennionic operators are given by the usual Mandelstam formulas

If we consider now that the torua is obtained dividing the space by a

lattice 1 generated by the vectors E*. we have the symmetry

Xa -> Xa - 2ff£>" (2.22)

10



where n* are integers, whiie the dual lattice E*. defined by the relation

£ * E i a = 61 (2.29j

generate the symmetry

^ " (2.30J

For the fermionic fields these transformations act as

and
iZ"È>'' (2.3151

These twists are rather complicated; modular invariant operators mur.
be defined in an invariant way. Some particular cases have been analised in
(16) but the ger -ra.1 discussion is too complicated.

Therefore, in order to obtain modular invariant operators, we need to

consider bound states of the above defined operators. The most Lmportan:

ones we consider in this work are the vertex operators. The 5rst is the

tachyon vertex

V(x) = «'**<*> (2.52;

which in a compactined theory can be written as a product of the Minkowski
ipâcp pi<?ce

kix) = cik'x"*'' (2.Ü3)

20



wr.ere IJ — i.... .d.\{xr.K - 1 are unbounded coordmates.time? tne comoact-

inec piece

» = d\i,nk- D - 1 are compacti6ed coordinates. According to Genner
and Witten. we have to consider for the compactified part of the vertex

VComp = 9iA^) (2.35)

which is equivalent to the above expression after using non abelian fermion-
tBstion, and abelian bosoniaation prescriptions.

With these preliminaries out of the way we pass to the discussion of the
Don abelian case which is far more important, since non abelian symmetry
groups appear naturally in compactification processes, such as that defined
in heterotic stringB compactification, namely 26 right moving bosonic coor-
dinates turn into 10 open and 16 compactified, the latter having symmetry
group £(8) x £(8).

The complete operator solution of the non abelian Thirring model is
not known.Nevertbeless, there are helpful expressions which may be used in
some bound state Green functions.For the product of spinor and antispinor
field operators we have

where M satisfies
d^M = 0 (2.37a)

21



Again, we have the non abeiian fermionization and abeiian bosoaization

formulae. Comparing abeiian and non abeiian cases, defined on the same

compactification torus, we have the identifications

#u —* ( r ' M f J i i (2.38a)

or

'a* * ' y )ii

Also
* •-+ (r")rt (2.38c)

It, follows that that for an even self dual lattice y is modular invariant,
and there are no further constraints in the non abeliaa piece. Only abeiian
pieces have arbitrariness.

We discuss now the definition of those bound states which are relevant
to the computation of vertices. As it turns out, a vertex is a product of the
compMtiSed piece times the Minkowski apace part,eqs. (2.33) to (2.35).The
coTTipactiSed piece consists of products of elementary fermionic fields. We
shall consider a bound state

(£)' (2.39J

We have an explicit formula for the four point function

'(£' -r f') ^ (2.40)



given by: 1.23i.We compete (2.40) for tt' —k 0, using

~. 1 1 . n ,. .
( 2 n - Jfc)

In the above limit we have

The nrst contribution ia trivial, and must be subtracted. For k =£ 1,

the second contribution is the only one remaining after renormalization b

performed. We have in this case

(2.43)

Therefore we have an anomalous dimension *fo = ^rjpm'

For k=l, on the other hand, we have h = 0, and j has canonical
dimension (1) since

>= Jfr£kf (2.44)
23



and the problem gives nontriviai results for k - 1.
3.Conclusions.

We analised the boson/fermion equivalence for aon abeiian conformai
invariant theories with central charge not equal to one. As it turns out,
the fermionic model has a quantum conformai invariant Thirring coupling.
Correlators may be computed in a closed form and are representations of
the conformai algebra.

For string theories, this construction is relevant for computatic is in-

volving vertex operators. Moreover, for closed strings on a compact mani-

fold there are in general constraints on the compactified piece of the vertex

operator. For a non ab«lian symmetry, as we have seen these constraints

may not interfere if the lattice is adequate, but if abeiian symmetries are

involved one must form adequate bound states in order to ensure modular

invarhoce. Correlators involving vertices may be computed without much

difficulty.
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